Abstract
gorithm [5] are not much helpful in eliminating I/O problems.
To address this problem, we argue that, rather than caching a huge file data set in RAM, we should pay more attention to the efficiencies of secondary storage management. We aim at designing a cost-effective, highperformance I/O subsystem with only a modest I/O buffer cache size (such as 256 MB) to replace a full caching scheme (which requires 4 GB of RAM or more) for large Web servers.
Currently most Web servers are designed to run on top of a general purpose file system. Such a design has several inherent performance disadvantages:
1. Small documents dominate the Web server access patterns [5, 6] but FFS and other conventional file systems cannot efficiently handle small files [7, 8, 9, 10] .
2. Read requests dominate the file system traffic in Web server workloads [11] . Unfortunately traditional LRU algorithm for I/O buffer cache does not work well under Web server workloads because web proxies and client browsers caches have filtered out major temporal locality from Web server accesses [4] . Although there are many results published on improving file system write performance [7, 9, 8, 12] , relatively few has been done to improve read performance.
3. Web server workloads often demonstrate good spatial locality [13, 2, 3] , which implies that prefetching is a attractive scheme in file system design. However, Native File Systems (NaFS) has a very limited prefetching ability that prefetch blocks one by one within a file.
4. The meta-data overhead also poses a serious problem for native file systems.
Therefore, we propose to let Web servers manage their own data and meta-data on raw disks and by-pass NaFS. For reasons of compatibility, simplicity and easy implementation, we propose a new Temporary File System (TFS) to solve above problems. TFS works in front of a NaFS to service repeated file accesses while NaFS still handles advanced issues like file creations, invalidations, security, protection and etc. When a file is read for the first time, TFS intercepts a file copy from the NaFS (resides on a raw disk partition). All later accesses to this file will be handed over to TFS until the file is modified or deleted. The entire process is completely transparent to users.
The design of Temporary File System

TFS System Architecture
The system consists of the following major components: a cluster-structured storage system (CSS), an in-memory file lookup table, a disk cluster table, a TFS application buffer cache and a locality-based grouping algorithm. Figure 1 shows the illustration of the system architecture. 
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Figure 1. TFS System Architecture
When the Web server receives a URL request, it will check in-memory data structures and decide how to handle this request. The Web server system will work in the following steps: First, the system checks the I/O buffer cache. If the requested file is in the I/O buffer cache and is still valid, the file is sent to the client directly. Second, in case of an I/O buffer cache miss, the system passes the URL to the TFS. The TFS calculates its ID and searches the in-memory file lookup table. Upon a hit in the TFS buffer cache, the TFS serves the request right away. Third, if the file misses in the TFS buffer cache but is saved in the CSS, TFS will load the entire cluster or additional related clusters (this is a large file, see more details in section 2.3.1) containing the requested file into the TFS buffer cache, as shown in Figure 1 . Since the clusters may contain many other files, these files are also prefetched into TFS buffer cache. Because the locality grouping algorithm puts files into clusters according to their access locality, the prefetched files are most likely to be accessed soon. If the TFS buffer cache is full, the grouping process will start to group LRU files into one or multiple clusters and evict them to the disk. Lastly, if the requested file is not in both buffer caches and the CSS, the system knows that the file is accessed at the first time. The system will read this file from the NaFS disk partition and copy it to the TFS buffer cache.
NaFS is only used for initial accesses of files. Its I/O buffer cache is very small and acts more like a buffer rather than a "cache". All repeated file accesses are handled by the TFS. In the following subsections, we describe several important components of TFS. Table   TFS tries to keep all necessary meta-data in RAM such that searching and updating meta-data do not generate any disk I/O in TFS. When a URL request comes in, the TFS needs to quickly decide whether this URL document is cached or not, and if yes, where the document is located. We use a hash table to realize such functions. Each cached file in TFS has one entry, which contains the MD5 checksum of the URL path as the file ID, the disk cluster address of the file (cluster ID), or the location pointer to the buffer cache if the file is in RAM. TFS uses a bit to indicate whether the requested URL file is in RAM ("1") or on disk ("0"). For performance reasons, one file may be duplicated in multiple clusters. We use a "cluster array"(see more in section 2.3.1) to record all cluster IDs that contain this file. Figure 2 shows the details of the lookup table. Table   2 .3 The Cluster-structured Storage System CSS is the key to the whole design. CSS divides its disk space into large, fix-sized clusters, which are the basic units for disk reads and writes. The cluster size is nor-mally 64 KB or 128 KB 1 . Such large-only I/O maximizes the use of disk bandwidth and improves the CPU utilization. Figure 3 shows the disk layout of CSS. Each disk cluster may contain multiple small files (which is the common case). On the other hand, a large file can span multiple clusters.
The In-Memory File Lookup
Disk layout.
The file meta-data consists of the following fields that are stored together with the file data: 1) The URL path of the cached file, obtained from the HTTP request and records the full path name of this file in Web servers.
2) The File Size.
3) The Last-Access-Time of the file. 4) A Cluster Array. If a file is larger than a cluster, it will span over multiple clusters. This array records the cluster IDs of the remaining clusters of this file if the file size is larger than one cluster. The array has 4 entries. If the cluster size is 64 KB, then the maximum file size allowed is 4 ¢ 64 KB = 256 KB.
The array contents are ignored if the file is smaller than one cluster. In addition to the normal data clusters, CSS pre-allocates a super-block at the beginning of the disk to save important information such as the cluster size, the pointers to the disk copies of file lookup table and disk cluster table.
Writes.
The write operation in CSS is simple. TFS only writes files to the CSS disk space when the buffer cache is full. Files are first written into the group buffer and the write requests are considered done. When the group buffer fills up, the grouping process would group affiliated files together into one or more clusters and write them to the raw disk, in a single large disk write. As in the case of Log-structured File System [14, 7] , such large writes in CSS are very efficient.
Reads.
The read operation in CSS is very dif-ferent from those in other file systems such as LFS or FFS. Because clusters are the basic I/O unit in CSS, when reading a file, the entire cluster that contains that file is read, in a single large disk I/O, into the memory.
There are two important reasons of choosing such a design:
Affiliated Large Reads
First, reading an entire cluster that contains many files, instead of a single file, is in fact doing prefetching with very few extra overhead because the disk seek and rotational latency, which are independent of request sizes, dominate the disk access time.
Since our system groups files into a cluster according to their locality, it is very likely that when one file in the cluster is accessed, some other files in the cluster will be accessed soon.
No Meta-data I/O Overhead
Second,the file meta-data is stored together with file data as an atomic storage unit on the disk. It will also be read into the memory at the same time when the file data is read into the buffer cache. Any future accesses, updates or invalidations to the file meta-data will be done only in memory.
Invalidation.
When NaFS invalidates a file (i.e, the file is stale), it will ask TFS to check its in-memory file lookup table whether this stale file is in TFS. If the stale file is in the TFS buffer cache, TFS simply invalidates it in memory. If it is in CSS, TFS will invalidate all clusters that contain the stale file. The overhead is not a concern since we see very few updates of documents (normally less than 1%) in all of the three Web server workloads in this paper. TFS clears the corresponding entries in the disk cluster table and entries in the file lookup table. Note that invalidations are performed only on the in-memory data structures rather than those on the disk. This strategy has several advantages: first, the whole invalidation process is done in RAM and no disk I/O is involved. Second, this method does not generate any garbage holes on the disk, which is the major problem of LFS. Garbage is generated because individual files in a disk cluster (or segment in LFS) are invalidated. Since TFS uses cluster-only invalidation, garbage will never be generated.
When the invalidated files are accessed again, they will be loaded from NaFS and copied into the group buffer, and later be regrouped and written to a new cluster on CSS.
Large Files.
Large files are not common in Web server workloads. In TFS, if a file is larger than the size of the cluster, it will span over several clusters. These clusters do not need to be contiguous on the disk. We use a "cluster array" to indicate the cluster numbers of the remaining clusters. TFS will always have good performance when reading and writing large files across several clusters. The minimal disk request size is the cluster size, and the request size will be larger if clusters are stored on the disk contiguously. But FFS and other traditional file systems may use small and expensive I/Os to handle these files if the disk is fragmented. Table. CSS uses an in-memory Disk Cluster Table, which is quite small (less than 800k even data capacity in CSS reaches 10 GB), to manage clusters in the system. Each cluster has an entry that includes the following fields: 1) The Last-access-time since the last access or update. 2) A reference counter. This is the total reference number of the cluster.
Disk Cluster
3) The valid status. This flag indicates if the cluster is "empty" or " valid".
The TFS Buffer Cache and its Group Buffer
The TFS buffer cache stores active files in RAM. The group buffer is a logical region of the TFS buffer cache. It is used to group files into large clusters being written to the disk later. Our experiments show that a group buffer with one-tenth size of TFS buffer cache is good enough to find associated files and perform efficient grouping.
TFS maintains a visiting client list (VCL) for every file, which records the IP addresses of all the accessing clients. If the file is in the group buffer and another client requests the same file, TFS will add the IP address of this new client to the requested file's VCL. The grouping algorithm later will use the visiting clients' information to find locality. This is because different clients may request the same file in a short period and thus the requests from different clients are interleaved. Since operations associated with VCL are done only in RAM, the overhead is quite small.
The Locality-based Grouping Algorithms
One of the key assumptions during the design of TFS is that files reside in the same cluster have good access locality. Previous studies have shown that Web accesses indeed have good spatial locality in every client access pattern [6] and prefetching is more beneficial to the system than LRU caching [3] . Based on these results, we develop an efficient and effective algorithm that can discover the locality. The grouping process iteratively uses the algorithm listed in Table 1 until one or multiple clusters in the group buffer are produced or all HTML files are scanned.
In the experiments, the write buffer size is equal to the integer part of (leading-file-size/cluster-size)+1. A group is considered to have good affinity if it contains four or more files, or if the total grouped size is larger than 32 KB (half of one cluster size). 
Experimental Methodology
We used HTTP trace-driven simulation to evaluate the TFS performance. We assume a Web server is running on top of a baseline file system or TFS. For the baseline system, we choose a Unix FFS, mounted on the asynchronous mode. FFS in the asynchronous mode has better performance than regular FFS, since it uses asynchronous writes for metadata updates. For our new design, we assume a TFS running together with a FFS that acts as the NaFS. Without special explanation, FFS means FFS -async in the remaining parts.
The Baseline System
The baseline system uses a FFS simulator that is ported from the BSD Unix distribution. The FFS simulator is built on top of the DiskSim [15] . We chose a Quantum Atlas 10K 9.1 GB as the basic model (the largest model provided by DiskSim). It has 40 MB/sec date transfer rate and 4.7 ms seek time.
The FFS simulator emulates FFS cylinder groups, FFS fragments management (4KB disk block sizes and 1KB fragment sizes), and a directory name look-up cache to reduce the overhead from meta-data lookup. The name cache hit rate is about 70% in the experiments. The FFS buffer cache replacement policy uses the representative GreedyDual algorithm [12] .
The TFS System Simulator
The TFS system simulator consists of a TFS simulator and a NaFS (FFS) simulator. To ensure fairness, the I/O buffer cache size of the baseline system (FFS) is equal to the sum of the I/O buffer cache size of NaFS and the TFS buffer cache size.
In order to simulate the file system performance precisely, we need to restore the file system with the original Web documents. We re-built the original disk layout by scanning all files on the Web traces. Those files that are not in the log traces can not be included. We parsed the URL information of directory, sub-directory and files for all HTTP requests and rebuilt the file system tree on the disk. Files with the same directory name are put logically contiguous on the disk. Different directories are allocated by their lastaccess-times. The resulting disk layout is a best-case layout without fragmentation.
Workload Models
We obtained a very recent Web trace, UCBSep01, from the HTTP server of the Computer Science Department of University of California at Berkeley (http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/logs/http/2001/) and two other traces, World-Cup98 and ClarkNet, from the Internet Achieve [16] . Table 2 shows the details of these traces.
These access log traces consist of a comprehensive list of information, some of which are not supported by current Web servers at all. We simulate only those requests whose replies are valid as specified in HTTP 1.1 [17] . We filter out all CGI dynamic document requests, and other unrelated TCP requests like TCP DENIED.
In order to measure the system performance in the stable state and avoid the transient effect, we used the first 200,000 requests to warm-up the system and started measuring performance after that point.
We evaluate large Web caching architectures whose I/O buffer cache has more than 1 GB RAM capacity. The UCBSep01 trace is large enough for this purpose since its total unique data-set size is 4.8 GB. However, the other two traces, Cup98 and ClarkNet, are too old to generate enough requests as seen in today's large-scale Web servers.
We duplicate all original requests from the original log, rename the file names but keep other HTTP attributes untouched, and insert these pseudo requests into the original log. This method is simple but does not lose much reality and correctness because the enlarged trace density reflects the fact that: current Web server host machines are more powerful, and the Web surfing population is increasing very quickly. Table 3 shows the modified features of pseudo traces. 
Simulation Results and Performance Analysis
In this section we compare the I/O performance of TFS with that of the baseline system (FFS) in large Web servers. We use throughput, latency and numbers of I/Os as the performance metrics. We define the Web Server throughput as the number of processed URL requests per second (ops/sec). URL latency equals to the sum of URL I/O latency and CPU processing time (including idle time). We assume that the CPU processing time is 0.5 ms with a 95% confidence level.
Simulation Results
Figures 4 (A) shows the Web server throughput results of two systems. Figures 4 (B) shows the improvement of TFS throughput compared to that of FFS in three traces. As shown in Figures 4 (B) , TFS achieves a 20-160% better system throughput than FFS does. When the I/O buffer cache size increases, the speedup decreases since more data can be cached in the FFS buffer cache. However, even when the Web server has 3 GB cache size, TFS still has achieved 20% better improvement than FFS. The reason is that TFS is a much more efficient I/O subsystem than FFS and can utilize memory and disk bandwidth more efficiently. Figure 5 (A) compares the average disk latency per URL request, calculated by dividing the total disk I/O latency by the total request number. Figure 5(B) shows the speedups of TFS over the baseline system. Again, we can clearly see that TFS makes significant performance improvements over FFS, reducing the I/O latency per URL request by 18-65%.
We also calculated the total buffer cache hit rate of TFS and the I/O buffer hit rate of FFS. Figures 6 (A) shows the buffer cache hit rate in two systems. Similarly, Figures 6  (B) calculates the TFS cache hit rate improvement over that of FFS. TFS has a much higher cache hit rate than FFS. Even when the buffer cache is 3 GB, we still see around 10% better improvement in TFS. 
Performance Analysis
It is important to analyze why TFS achieves such a significant improvement over FFS.
In the I/O buffer cache, for each URL request, a cache miss will generate one file read. When FFS reads a Web document from the disk, it also generates multiple small disk I/Os in case of a name cache miss: several reads for multiple-level directory inodes, one read for file inode, several writes for directory inodes and file inodes (to update the file access time), and one or more reads for the file data itself. Although the name cache of FFS can eliminate some reads to the inodes, the overhead is still excessively high. The name cache also has to compete with other meta-data and data caches for RAM.
In TFS, one disk file read will generate less than one disk read. For any TFS disk hit, by searching the in-memory file lookup table, we can locate the disk cluster that contains the requested file directly. The entire cluster, which contains multiple Web documents, is then read into the I/O buffer cache in one single disk read. Because Web accesses have strong locality, and because our algorithms put requested files with good affinity into the same cluster, it is very likely that some of the files fetched with the cluster will be accessed in the near future. Since these files are already in RAM, there are no need to read them from the disk again.
TFS achieves 10-68% higher buffer cache hit rates than those of FFS, indicating that our locality-grouping algorithm works well.
Related Work
TFS shares some insights with its sister project called UCFS [18] . The main differences are TFS is optimized for Web servers that are almost read-only, while UCFS is for proxy servers, which see heavy write traffic. In addition, since Web servers and proxy servers see very different access patterns, data structures are very different in two systems.
Shriver and et al. described the design of Hummingbird, a light-weight file system for Web proxies [19] . There are several different points between Hummingbird and TFS: Hummingbird works for Web proxy servers while TFS services large Web servers. Their file deletion and invalidation methods are different. Hummingbird may suffer penalty of garbage collection while TFS does not have any garbage left on the disk and can always provide high I/O performance.
Some researchers also tried to improve Unix file system 
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ClarkNet Cup98 UCBSep01 Figure 6 . Buffer cache hit rates between TFS and FFS performance for Internet servers [20, 21] . Kaashoek et al. introduced the concept of Server Operating Systems [22] . While having good performance, such specialized OSs are difficult to design, implement and port because they are in the kernel. The Bullet server [23] is the file system for Amoeba, a distributed operating system. It stores file metadata contiguously with the file. But they do not consider clustering technique. Several papers discussed designs of temporary file systems and memory-only file systems [24, 25] . These systems mainly try to store data in memory in order to achieve high performance, while TFS tries to keep most data on disk and still have good performance. Also, the memory-only file system and tmpfs are both implemented in the kernel space while our TFS works in the user address space.
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel light-weight, temporary file system called TFS for large Web servers. The system has the following significant advantages over traditional approaches: user-level implementation to gain good portability, CSS design together with the grouping algorithm significantly improve read performance, completely eliminating the I/O overhead caused by meta-data updates and no garbage collection problem to degrade performance. Extensive simulation confirms that TFS can drastically improve large Web server performance. By running one large realworld trace and two pseudo traces derived from real-world traces, we found that, TFS improves the system throughput by 20% to 160% and reduces the disk I/Os of FFSasync by 18-77% when the buffer cache size is varied from 200 MB to 3 GB. For future work, we are trying to improve the locality-grouping algorithms in order to further improve the cache hit rates. We will also explore the possibilities of applying TFS to other Web-related platforms such as mail servers.
